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ommon sense is the ability to
use prudent judgement based
on a simple perception of the
situation and facts. According to the
Merriam-Webster online dictionary, the
antithesis of having common sense is to
be a dumb-ass (ˈd m-as).
By Geoffrey Hoppe

Common sense basically means that a
normal, living, breathing human would
probably choose option A instead of option
B because it’s so obvious that A is better than B. For example, if option A is
to walk across the street only when there is no oncoming traffic, and option
B is to close your eyes and walk across the street at any given moment, most
people would choose A. Yes, a few goofballs would choose B just to be different, but common sense dictates that you’d probably choose A.
Common sense can be simply defined as the obvious choice within the
parameters of physical and emotional reality. It is sound judgement, not necessarily based on specialized knowledge. In other words, you don’t need to
be a rocket scientist to know that you should put on your underwear before
you put on your trousers.
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Adamus claims that there are over 200,000 angelic senses. Apparently,
common sense isn’t one of these because it’s strictly human. It’s really not
even a sense as much as it is a judgement, and it’s really not very common.
Mark Twain once noted, “One of the most uncommon things in life is common
sense.” I thought about this recently when I saw three young children riding
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in the back of a pick-up truck with the tailgate down. Are you kidding me?
Where was the driver’s common sense? Jack Daniels must have broken out of
the bottle and robbed him of it.
Within the category of Common Sense, there
is Practical Common Sense and Life Choices
Common Sense. Some examples of Practical
Common Sense are:

3.

4
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1.

Don’t read on your smart phone while
walking down a busy sidewalk. I see this
all the time and I’m always flabbergasted
by the lack of common sense. It’s usually
a young person doing this, so I chalk it up
to body piercings. The piercings probably
cause magnetic interference with the normal levels of common sense.

2.

Don’t go to a dentist by the name of Dr.
Paine. This is pretty obvious, unless his
first name is Les. BTW, the dentist should
have the common sense to change his last
name to Jones or Smith or Moonbeam.
Anything but Paine.

Let other people get off the elevator (lift)
before you enter. Do we really need signs on
over 18 million elevators around the world,
directing people to wait until the car is empty
before attempting to get on board? I hope life
hasn’t come down to this, but deep inside I fear
it has. Do you know what the departing passengers are thinking when they see someone
trying to get on before the elevator is empty?
“What a dumb-ass!”

4.

Use your car’s turn signal when making a turn. That lever on
the steering column isn’t just to make your dashboard go
blinky-blink. It’s a safety device, as well as a courtesy to other
drivers. You don’t have to pay extra to use it, so please use it
every time you make a turn. Oh, and if you’re NOT making
a turn, please turn it off. Do you know how annoying it is to
follow someone who forgot to turn off their left turn signal?
You want to pass them but you’re afraid because they may
turn left at any moment.

Then there is Life Choices Common Sense. It not as clearly defined
as Practical Common Sense, but it can have a huge effect on your life.
The most common Life Choices are:
1.

Marriage – Marriage isn’t a requirement or law.
Don’t do it for your parents or church, or because
your friends are all married. Use a little common
sense. Why do you want to get married? You only
met this new love-of-your-life last week. Perhaps
common sense would say you should wait at least a
few more weeks?

2.

Children – Well, you forgot to use common sense
and got married anyway. Now do you really want
children right away? Use a little common sense and
consider some method of birth control rather than
letting destiny and the Sperm Fairy dictate the rest
of your life.

3.

Divorce – Ah, now you’re married with 4 children
even though your common sense was screaming
at you the entire time. The bills are piling up, you
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occasionally daydream about strangling
your spouse, the house needs repairs,
and there’s no relief in sight. Use a little
common sense. Lovingly talk to your
partner about going your separate ways.
Don’t wait until the kids are out of the
house because that will be another 30
years, if at all.
4.

Career – When I was young I thought
I wanted to be a lawyer, just like my
grandfather who later became a judge.
He was very dignified, and was a
respected man in town. I wouldn’t have
done well as a lawyer because it’s too
process-oriented. Too many details and
paperwork and regulations. So I became
a journalist, then a marketing consultant, an inventor, and finally a channeler.
Hmm, as I write these words I’m beginning to doubt my common sense. Are
you kidding me? A channeler? I know
what my grandfather would say about
that: “Where’s your common sense?”

I’ll add one more sub-category of Common Sense,
just for Shaumbra: Metaphysical Common Sense.
We’re dealing with some really far-out concepts these
days, and Adamus continues to amp it up. How can
we have common sense when sometimes it makes no
sense at all, at least in 3D terms? But after some contemplation, I realize there
are some basic common senses we can employ even as we go beyond. Here
are a few examples I came up with:
1.

6
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Don’t cast spells or use
witchcraft on others. Oh,
it’s tempting, especially for
the person driving down the
road with their left blinker
on for the last 10 miles.
But common sense reminds
you that you’re also casting
the same spell on yourself.
What you cast upon another
is what you cast upon yourself. That’s the beauty of
shining your unbiased light
while benching, because

you’re really shining the unbiased, nonjudgmental light to yourself.
2.

Don’t use astral projection to blast yourself
off into the other realms. What you’re really
doing is blasting yourself out of yourself.
As Latter-day Metaphysicians, our common
sense reminds us that everything, including
the other realms and dimensions, comes to
us. We don’t need to go anywhere. In our
state of Presence, everything from abundance, health, joy, the past and future to
answers and opportunities comes to us.
There is nothing outside of your Presence. It’s
just common metaphysical sense.

3.

Embrace your energy, don’t fight it. That
seems to make good common sense, yet
we’ve been programmed that energy is
outside of us, and it can hurt like a bitch
at times. In spite of saying they want more
energy, most people greatly limit their energy to what they feel they can manage without overwhelm. But it’s ALL yours, so go big
or go home.

4.

Metaphorically and literally speaking, don’t go to Sedona seeking truth.
Go there for the circus and the natural beauty. On the same note, don’t
get distracted by shamans, gurus, prophets or Life Coaches. You were
dealt a full deck of soul cards, so use them. It’s just good common sense.

5.

You know why you’re here in this lifetime. It’s the Journey of
the Angels thing, going from the Wall of Fire to the Order of
the Arc, down to Earth for a thousand lifetimes and ending
up right here in Shaumbra Land at the Time of the Machines.
Mass consciousness is very seductive. It makes you think
that you don’t understand why you’re here, but just go back
to your Metaphysical Common Sense. Why else would you
choose to be here right now, other than shining your wise
light at the end of your many lifetimes on the planet?

The mayhem of the mind, and the density of mass consciousness, cause
us to forget why we’re here right now, and the beauty of the work
we are here to do. Ultimately, it’s about realizing that we chose this
experience, and therefore everything we need for this final part
of our journey on this planet is already here. It’s really not a big
mystery. It’s just common sense.
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NEW!

big work walkout

CHANGING JOBS IN A CHANGING WORLD
Record-breaking numbers of people are walking away
from toxic, unsupportive and uncreative work environments, leaving businesses desperate for reliable employees and supply chains struggling to survive.
8
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It’s clear that the old model of ‘employment
for survival’ is outdated and collapsing, but
what will replace it? The planet is abundant,
but is it appropriate for people to be paid simply for existing? What about the vast economic
disparity among the extremely rich and the rest
of humanity? Now is the time for Shaumbra to
release the imbalanced energies around making money and become Standards for a whole
new way of living in joy, abundance, creativity,
and freedom.
In this very timely message, Adamus gives a
brief history of work and employment on the
planet, from the first job of being a soldier to the
newest category of worker – the entrepreneur.
He answers a list of questions, ranging from the
effects of the coronavirus on the current workplace to the impacts of robots in the workplace,
Universal Basic Income and much more.
The entire landscape of work is changing
drastically, and it’s time to release the old ways.
Adamus says you shouldn’t work for a living but
rather live for a living. Then he leads a merabh
to assist in releasing the old overlays of the toxic
work environment, inviting you to allow joy and
abundance to be the result of how you spend
your time.
With guests listening in from all around the cosmos, Adamus encourages Shaumbra to make an
abundant living doing the things you’re happiest
doing. “There should be as much joy in your job
as there is a paycheck. Start balancing it out.”

HIGHLIGHTS
• A brief history of jobs
• Evolving from slavery
to freedom
• Humanity: “Take this job and
shove it!”
• It’s time for a new kind
of productivity
• Release old concepts,
beliefs, and suffering
• Be a Standard for doing
what brings joy

Length: 1:26:25
Format: Downloadable audio, text, video
Cost: $25
Featuring: Adamus Saint-Germain,
Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
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FEATURED ONLINE EVENTS
KEAHAK XII®
ONLINE • JULY 2022 - JUNE 2023
Keahak is a one-year program, designed by Adamus Saint-Germain, for the
realization of your “I Am” consciousness into your daily life. This will be our
12th year of Keahak, which has been recognized as one of the most impactful
and beneficial Crimson Circle programs for Shaumbra
who are committed to embodied enlightenment in this
MORE INFO
lifetime.
REGISTRATION CLOSES ON JUNE 15, 2022

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL®
ONLINE • JUNE 17-19, 2022
This opportunity for profound transformation and healing is offered twice a
year. With benefits that can include better health, the end of energy stealing and power games, balanced relationships, enhanced creativity, and true
enlightenment, it is ultimately a return to Self. Hosted
live by Geoffrey and Linda, includes multiple sessions
MORE INFO
with Tobias and Adamus, as well as guided personal
experiences.

THE THRESHOLD™
ONLINE • JULY 08–10, 2022
The journey of an angel from first arrival on Earth to final emergence as a
Master is long, filled with experiences, joys, and heartaches. Forgetting oneself is the “fall from grace” for which humans eternally seek redemption. But
the accumulated layers of guilt and shame cannot be
brought into Realization, so the dragon comes in to dig
MORE INFO
up and release every burden still carried by the human.

10
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FEATURED ONLINE EVENTS
KASAMA™ ONLINE – ALSO EN ESPAÑOL
ONLINE • AUGUST 19–21, 2022
If you’ve ever wondered about the nature of your
soul – what it is, where it is, and how to allow
it into every moment of your life – this Cloud
Class will bring you to a new level of awareness.
Adamus answers some of the biggest questions
about the soul, as well as staying on the planet
as an embodied Master with energy serving you
in grace. English and Spanish.
MORE INFO
MÁS INFO

DREAM OF THE MERLIN
ONLINE • SEPTEMBER 10–11, 2022
The title of Merlin is bestowed on those who allow
the magic of their own energy to serve them in
grace, and are illuminating their light to the planet.
Join Shaumbra from all around the world for this
inspiring 2-day event for channels from Adamus
Saint-Germain, Merlin, Sam, Nikolai Tesla, and
mystery guests, plus special presentations from
Geoff & Linda.
MORE INFO
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FEATURED IN-PERSON EVENTS
BLE!

S

E
SPAC

AILA
L AV
STIL

STAYING IN GRACE
KONA, HAWAII • OCTOBER 5–9, 2022

Adamus is rolling out a new gathering titled Staying in Grace, about staying
here on the planet in grace, as a Master, at this Time of Machines, even when
faced with the challenges of everyday life. This event will be held at Villa Ahmyo
in Kona, Hawaii, an ideal location for experiencing grace with the natural beauty
and peaceful energies of this remote Pacific Island.
MORE INFO

BLE!

ILA
AVA
TILL

ES S

SPAC

TIME TRAVELING WITH ADAMUS
KONA, HAWAII • OCTOBER 26–30, 2022

Are you ready to let Time work for you? In this new workshop, Adamus will
take you through the experience of Time Traveling in the Now, allowing the
Past and Future to come to you. He’ll guide you through experiences of
being in And Time, where you can still function in linear
earth Time but also in Æterna, or No Time. It’s one of the
MORE INFO
greatest gifts for an Embodied Master.

BLE!

ES

SPAC

AILA
L AV
STIL

STAYING IN GRACE
KONA, HAWAII • NOVEMBER 9–13, 2022

Adamus is rolling out a new gathering titled Staying in Grace, about staying
here on the planet in grace, as a Master, at this Time of Machines, even when
faced with the challenges of everyday life. This event will be held at Villa Ahmyo
in Kona, Hawaii, an ideal location for experiencing grace with the natural beauty
and peaceful energies of this remote Pacific Island.
MORE INFO

S ST

E
SPAC

BLE!

A
VAIL
ILL A

MASTERS IN COMMUNICATION
KONA, HAWAII • NOVEMBER 21–25, 2022

This workshop signifies a new era for Shaumbra as we transition from being
the students to becoming true Masters. It’s all about energy and communication, whether with non-physical entities, nature, other people, or yourself. All
energy IS communication, the song of your Soul, and it’s time now to understand how it flows and how use it without limitation.
MORE INFO
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EVENTS CALENDAR				2022
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS
NOTE: Not all events may yet be open for registration; Crimson Circle Angels receive advance notice.
CCCC – Crimson Circle Connection Center, Louisville, Colorado

JUNE
04
11
17–19
26

Monthly Webcast & Shoud					
CCCC & Online
Keahak XI							Online
Sexual Energies School Online
				
Online
Keahak XI Finale							
Online

JULY
02
Monthly Webcast & Shoud					
CCCC & Online
Keahak XII Intro							
Online
03
08–10
The Threshold Online			
Online
			
09		Keahak XII							Online
Keahak XII 			
Online
23
		
		
AUGUST
06
Monthly Webcast & Summer Party					
CCCC & Online
13
Keahak XII							Online
19–21
Kasama Online							
Online
27		Keahak XII							Online
SEPTEMBER
03
NO Monthly Shoud in September					
–
10
Keahak XII							Online
10–11
Dream of the Merlin - Online					
Online
24		Keahak XII							Online
OCTOBER
01
Monthly Webcast & Shoud					
ONLINE ONLY
05–09
Staying in Grace		
					
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
08
Keahak XII							Online
22		Keahak XII							Online
26–30
Time Traveling with Adamus
				
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
NOVEMBER
05
Monthly Webcast & Shoud					
ONLINE ONLY
09–13
Staying in Grace		
					
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
12
Keahak XII							Online
21–25
Masters in Communication
				
Villa Ahmyo, Kona, HI
26		Keahak XII							Online
SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE 0622
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keahak

STARTING SOON – REGISTER NOW!

ONE YEAR WITH ADAMUS
R E G I S T R AT I O N CLO S ES J UNE 15, 2022

14
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Keahak is a one-year program, designed
by Adamus Saint-Germain, for the realization of your “I Am” consciousness into
your daily life.
Keahak is for those who want a deeper and
more frequent connection with the wisdom of Adamus and the Crimson Council.
The messages are personal, provocative,
insightful and, at times, intense, taking
Keahakers to a new level of light and
energy in their lives.

This will be our 12th year of Keahak, which
has been recognized as one of the most
impactful and beneficial Crimson Circle
programs for Shaumbra who are committed to embodied enlightenment in
this lifetime.

Keahak is always Adamus’ most current
information that continually offers the
potential for deep life changes.

IMPORTANT
•

Registration closes
June 15, 2022

•

Payment plans available

•

Audio translations in
10 languages

MORE INFO
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deliciously
wise
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DELICIOUSLY

WISE

F

abian said to me: “You know Jason, I’ve got a talent. A
talent to always mess up whenever things are going well
and smoothly.”

I looked at him, smiled and asked: “How could you put this
talent to a more productive use then?”
“What do you mean, a more productive use?”
“Well, being a talent, it surely has a productive use. All
talents have both sides, productive and destructive, and
each of these sides are useful, one way or another.”
Fabian stared at me, took a deep breath, and started
pondering on my question.
We were sitting on a park bench in the midst of shades
of spring, the fragrance of jasmine and roses playing with
our tastebuds, and it felt so good to just be there with no
particular aim, watching the ducks in the pond and listening to the birds chirping away in their happy welcome to the
sky’s balmy embrace. We were in our own world. It felt as if we
were enveloped in a transparent capsule of quietness that kept
the commotion of the city out of our private space, and passersby were as beautifully part of our scenario, as were the leaves
pierced by sunrays that tickled our skin with sparkles of warmth.

By Tania Castilho

We liked to meet here and take time to do what seemed to be
nothing, whilst stimulating our imagination, our awareness, and
our clarity with whatever came up in our conversations; conversations that were to us like the best hot chocolate in the world, at
the best café ever created.
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We didn’t depend on these conversations, but we enjoyed
them, each of us like a divining rod poking at undiscovered pools
of wisdom which stirred up into huge roaring rivers until they cascaded down the waterfall of “aha” and rested in the lake down
below, where serenity was a permanent dweller.
We had been friends for God knows how long. Our lives had
taken twists and turns and we had moved to different places, but
somehow, we had always found the time and space to witness
each other’s evolution. Oh, and it was so precious! This gift we
offered each other and ourselves.

“

We used to joke sometimes that if we had been into each
other, we could have been the perfect couple. But that was not
our kind of love. Our love, one could say, surpassed
even that of intimacy because it was not determined
by anything other than pure respect, companionship, and admiration. Ah, and compassion. It was so
easy for us not to judge each other. It was not even
a thing to consider. And in this acceptance, we could
embrace our own selves as well, knowing we were
worthy. It was an undeclared fact, a simple statement.
“I Am, that. I Am.”

THIS WAS SO VERY DIFFERENT
THAN WHAT WE SAW THE REST
OF THE WORLD EXPERIENCING.
LIKE LIVING IN A WHOLE NEW
EARTH, WITHOUT LEAVING THIS
VERY SAME PLANET, SOMEHOW
COEXISTING WITH EVERYTHING
WITHOUT HAVING TO BELONG
TO ANYTHING.

What we admired about each other was as much
a reflection of our own exquisite beauty as it was an
expression of each one’s incomparable, irreplicable
uniqueness. There was something about witnessing
another human being bloom into wholeness that
could only be defined as sublime, and we had this
privilege. The privilege of witnessing the miracle of
ourselves in each other. This was so very different
than what we saw the rest of the world experiencing.
Like living in a whole New Earth, without leaving this
very same planet, somehow coexisting with everything without having to belong to anything.
Silence was our best friend. We cherished it so
much, and never felt a need to be in constant conversation. Sitting in each other’s Presence spoke
volumes in itself, so it made no difference whether
Fabian would eventually answer my question or not.
It required nothing in exchange. It could have almost
been a rhetorical question.

But Fabian did reply. “I am realizing that the talent is not really
the messing things up, but rather being aware of it and being
able to choose. I have not been choosing to allow the smooth-

18
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ness because I have felt the messing up is too exciting to pass
up on. And in this I have become addicted to finding ways to fix
things after messing them up and that’s where the rest of my talent lies. I am a Master problem solver but because my life is not
that problematic, I find ways of creating issues just for the fun of
resolving them!!! And the funny thing is, I also enjoy the smoothness and keep on roaming towards it, unravelling my messiness
into smoothness, only to create some more messiness and so on
and so on. I am so fu**ing excellent at this!!!!! I have to laugh at
myself, this is hilarious!”
We both broke down into huge belly laughs, to the point
where tears were rolling down our cheeks, and each time we
looked at each other we laughed even more. Oh God! I loved
these moments of ours, when everything just became so crystal
clear that humor was the only thing left to top up the cup.
After a long while of laughing like two lunatics, holding onto
our bellies, and gasping for air, we just leaned back and looked
up into the canopy of the tree above our bench, completely
relaxing into nothingness as the intricate peculiarities of human
behavior sunk in and dissipated into “Hmmm, maybe I will stop
doing this and try something else for a change.” And alas,
Fabian’s initial predicament simmered down into a very tasty
sauce that could now serve him in new and delicious ways.
This was the very sauce of his radiance, and its fragrant taste
was sure to attract many others to the sparkle of consciousness it
left in its wake, invisibly igniting something ever so subtle in the
hearts that caught the vibe as it spread like a banquet of infinite
proportions, feasting on the joy of infinite possibilities. And I
was blessed to be sitting right here, getting the primary blast of
inspired awareness and swimming in it like a happy dolphin, carefree and alive, witnessing grandness in the ocean of ourselves.

Tania Castilho (author name: T. C. Aeelah), is the founder of
InPassion Coaching, through which she shares the Compassionate
Breath and provides Isness Mentoring. She likes to call herself a
Changeologist: a conscious explorer of the “science” of change,
in other words, energy in motion. Tania has recently come up
with “Miracle Assistant” as the perfect way to describe what she
does on a daily basis, assisting people in creating and allowing
miracles in their own lives, as she goes about enjoying her own,
in deep gratitude for the miracle that life is. She can be reached
through her website.
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sexual energies school

JUNE 17–19,
2022
HOSTED LIVE
BY GEOFFREY &
LINDA HOPPE
THE PATH TO
FREEDOM AND
SELF-LOVE

READ WHAT SHAUMBRA ATTENDEES
HAD TO SAY AFTER ATTENDING SES
I’m a longtime Shaumbra and didn’t think I needed SES. Now I
know it was the virus telling me that. ~ MH
A truly surprising and remarkable gift. ~ BH
It was my second time taking the SES and my understanding is
much greater and I had forgotten several things. It is a beneficial
experience for me. ~ JD
For me it was very profound information, how sexual abuse happened in our lives. I believed I don’t suck energy out of others,
but I guess I still did. So that was good to understood. ~ RS
This is the best investment in my life. ~ PL
Transforming experience. ~ HG

20
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HIGHLIGHTS
• Learn about the sexual energy
virus and how it affects your life
• Create your own path to selflove, and allow the return
to joy
• Discover the futility of
power games
• Learn how to stop others from
depleting your energy
• Improve your relationships,
health and well-being
• Excellent for counselors and
other professional facilitators

It turned out to be exactly what I had been asking for, looking for,
for a very long time, always knowing that something like Aliyah
must be possible, but at a loss as to ‘how to get to it’. ~ ER
I thought that I no longer take the energy from the people, but
now I see I do it more often than I thought… now I will be even
more aware. ~ RS
After the second day I had a feeling “It is the most important
event I decided to participate in this lifetime,” plus “I’ve been
waiting for this for a long, long time.” ~ MB

Format:

Streaming video and online text e-reader

Cost:
$595 (50% discount for previous attendees)
Access:
90 days access to video and text e-reader
& translations
Text translations included:
• Čeština

Recommendable to anyone with an interest to becoming a balanced individual. ~ RH

• Dansk

Everyone should do it, if possible repeat it, as at different level of
consciousness, you hear and get different things. ~ SL

• Français

After so many years, still so profound. Doing it the second time
now, I heard totally different things, and from a totally new
perspective, than the first time in 2006. And it also went much
deeper this time. During the sessions I felt Tobias – and many
others – like an old friend, very close. I listened carefully to the
Azura Timu story this time, as after Master Code, the memory
gates of that time wildly opened up and it confirmed everything
I saw. So, this now, is seeing the big picture.

• ελληνικά

Doing SES online from home has had a much bigger impact on
me this time, than the teacher-sessions back then. Less distraction. Less interference. I noticed that the SEV tends to blank
things out that it doesn’t want you to hear. This time I was able to
go much, much deeper, because I could go back to re-listen and
so the SEV had less wiggle room for deflection and distraction
games. Sh*t is hitting the fan big time right now, but I know that
this is actually a good sign. I’m cracking it.
It definitely remains THE core material and I always felt that it
should be a CC entry level requirement. And it annoys me when
some Shaumbra feel they can just suck it up from the ether and
therefore don’t need it. Each as they choose. But I, on a personal
level, do feel that doing SES just once is not enough. Adamus
told me personally, I should do it at least 3x for it to sit. I cleared
out a lot over the last 15 years, but this now is really going to the
core, scraping the bottom of the barrel. ~ NG

• Suomi

• Deutsch
• תירבע
• Magyar
• Italiano
• 日本語
• 한국어
• Nederlands
• Norsk
• Polski
• Português
• Português-Brasil
• Română
• Pусский
• Svenska
• Español
MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
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threshold online
THRESHOLD
ONLINE

AT THE
DOORWAY TO
REALIZATION

The journey of a new angel from first arrival on Earth until they finally emerge
as a realized Master is very long and winding, filled with experiences, joys and
heartaches along the way. Getting lost on Earth and forgetting oneself is the
“fall from grace” for which so many religions try to offer redemption. For this,
and for countless “mistakes” along the way, humans have accumulated layer
upon layer of guilt and shame, most of which they are unaware.

JULY 8–10, 2022

Shaumbra in particular carry a tremendous burden of guilt from the times of
Atlantis, and many embarked on a spiritual path to find that inner forgiveness.
However, every Ascended Master, without exception, has gone through the
often brutal experience depicted in Threshold – facing what Adamus calls the
dragon, the relentless inner challenge to uncover and release every guilt and
shame still borne by the human. Without this liberation, one simply cannot
go into Realization.

HOSTED LIVE
BY GEOFFREY &
LINDA HOPPE

The thread that winds through Threshold is the true-life story of Margo, an
Ascended Master who faced incredible darkness, pain and challenges on her
way to Realization. Her journey is a metaphor for every Master’s trials as they
release all that holds them back. The dragon of clarity appears, accompanying
the soon-to-be Master on every step, until all is released. Adamus tells of his
own brutal encounters with the dragon in his final months on Earth, as well as
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the challenges faced by Tobias and Kuthumi in their final
times before Realization. The dragon guards the door
to Realization, and then accompanies you through it the
moment you are ready.

READ WHAT SHAUMBRA ATTENDEES
HAD TO SAY AFTER ATTENDING
THRESHOLD ONLINE.
Felt some channels were speaking directly to me! ~ JW
What I have been waiting for all of my life. And lifetimes. I don’t know how to express the importance
and value of all of it. ~ AS
This one felt huge to me, and I felt so connected. It
feels super important and powerful. ~ JR
I am soooo delighted! THIS is what I came here for!
Many experiences in all of my life are reassembling
themselves like puzzle pieces. I am having one Aha
moment after another. ~ ES
This IMO is the premiere event of the CC. This is also
the only event I have listened to again after it was
over. ~ SM
I feel like Threshold was the piece missing in my conscious experience. ~ FC

HIGHLIGHTS
• The path to Realization holds
a few surprises
• Secrets hidden deep beyond
the human’s grasp
• The dragon comes to find them
• An unrelenting demon becomes
your dearest friend
• St. Germain himself did not escape
• The final ruthless step
before Realization

I feel that you only get the full benefit of it, when you
are really ready to face the deepest fears and feelings
of guilt, shame within yourself. When it’s just “Oh I
should do it, because I heard it is so good,” then
wait. ~ LN

Format: Streaming video and online text e-reader

This is what I have been waiting for my whole life. ~ BK

Prerequisite: To register for Threshold, you must
have attended the Sexual Energies School.

I am not the same person anymore. ~ RA
I feel more clear and determined to let go and shake
off old ways, ending the story and the game. ~ AD
Life became very interesting very quickly, lots of energies moving with old stuck issues seeming to resolve
themselves effortlessly. ~ BH
Truly this is my favorite CC class! ~ SM
One word: Amazing. ~ FO

Cost: $595 (50% discount for previous attendees)
Access: 90 days access to video and text e-reader
& translations

Text translations included
• Deutsch
• 한국어

• תירבע

• Magyar

• Français
• Italiano
• 日本語
• Español

•
•
•
•

Polski
Română
Português
Pyсский

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
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one march day

ONE
MARCH
DAY
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I

t began like any ordinary day in March. She slept late, despite the light
slipping through the slits along the edges of the blinds. Life had been
quiet for years and Megan had adjusted her
pace accordingly.
Breakfast was an unhurried meal, so different from
the times when she’d grabbed a coffee and some
sickly-sweet pastry on her way to work. Watching the
birds land on the bare branches outside her window,
Megan shook her head in disbelief as she remembered
her old life.
She had been the queen bee of busyness, never
missing an opportunity to flaunt her over-full schedule
By Carmel Finnan
to friends, family, and colleagues in the hope of garnering a few crumbs of acknowledgement, admiration
and, she still cringed to admit it, envy – the sweetest
crumb of all. Those crumbs had initially fed her undernourished ego, but as the crumbs got sweeter, Megan’s ego got bloated.
It soon accompanied her everywhere, squeezing others out onto slippery
edges and into tight corners. She saw it differently – her once neglected ego
deserved the extra elbowroom.
And then Megan, the woman who had it all – family, career and the trappings
that go with them – lost it all, spectacularly. Her magnificent house of cards
fell apart in five days. She moved out of the family home on Saturday and was
given a non-negotiable severance package from her company on Wednesday.
With having to keep so many balls in the air, she’d naturally missed the many
cues lying around her busy life. Her family had progressively filled the gaps
left by her regular absence, and her even busier colleagues had deliberately
maneuvered her out of the mega project through what she’d misread as innovative team building.

The cold wind took her by surprise as she set off on her daily walk. By the
time she’d reached the nearby park, her fingers were numb. But once she
crossed into the park, the sun blazed down on her and on the clumps of yellow
daffodils dancing in the wind. March, she thought, opening the top buttons
of her jacket, was one of those months when the sun shines hot and the wind
blows cold, all in the space of a few seconds – a perfect reflection of the inner
conflicts she hoped to settle during her walk.
After her mighty fall, Megan had managed to get her life back on track. But
she still had relapses, which set her indulging in that familiar cocktail of doubt,
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despair, and rage. It was a recipe developed over her lifetime, a special
blend of suffering and struggle with a generous dash of self-pity, and when
she found herself on that downward spiral, she lined them up in front of her.
Tossing each one back, she reminded herself just how unfair life had been to
a woman who deserved so much better.
Would life always be like this? she thought, rubbing her hands together as
she walked along a path fully shaded from the warming sun. Would her life
always replicate a lost property office she was doomed to rummage around
in, stumbling upon the missing parts of herself, only to lose them again? She
hurried across the grass towards the sunny bench to warm her shivering body.
Megan was tired of the repetition, tired of the relentless combat, and tired
of finding herself back in a place she’d struggled to leave. And she’d tried so
hard to solve this elusive mystery. Over the years she’d invested in therapists,
coaches, spiritualists, gurus, and astrologers. God, if some of her friends knew
what she was into now! She’d found a group on the internet a few years ago
and was now listening to a dead aristocrat talk through another guy every
month about energy and allowing. In fact, those same friends would have her
put away if they’d known that the holiday she’d booked in Hawaii was really
to attend one of his workshops!
It was coming up soon and she honestly didn’t know anymore why she was
even going. It had been another of those silly moments when she felt strangely drawn to something and before she knew it, she’d booked everything and
paid a small fortune for her stupidity. And besides, that guy ‘of sovereign
domain’ rubs her the wrong way so often, even calling himself a saint sometimes. When was he ever a saint? “He’s so arrogant, he probably canonized
himself!” she fumed. Once she got home, she’d cancel the workshop and just
go for the holiday. Yes, she’d put things right today and stop all this nonsense
with allowing, which obviously wasn’t working. Megan closed her eyes and let
her body soak up the warm March sunshine.

She was alone in a beautiful garden, watching the butterflies hover from
flower to flower as she walked along the rows of flowerbeds. Her dedicated
work over the years had transformed this neglected area into a flourishing,
natural sanctuary. And every bush, bud and blossom bowed to her achievements as she moved among them. A flutter inside her chest expanded outwards as she let the praise from her garden flow through her. In that moment
she felt that she and her garden were becoming a synthesis of thriving beauty.
She turned into a row of peony roses, her absolute favorite flowers. It had
taken her years to create these flowerbeds that provided all the different types
of roses with the best growing conditions. This particular corner of the garden
was her space to admire the perfection of her gardening creations and remind
herself of her mastery. But that thrill she’d felt only a moment ago suddenly
disappeared as drooping red blossoms and brown petals caught her keen
eyes. Without thinking she began to tear off the brown petals and tie the
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heavy flower to the adjacent stakes. But they still sank back down, despite
her efforts.
As tiny insects began to crawl onto her hands from inside the flower heads,
her body started to tremble. She began to snap off the drooping flower heads
in front of her and then, as the heat in her chest moved up into her face, she
grabbed every blossom within reach and broke them off with a sharp twist
of her hand. She grabbed a nearby stake and lunged into the neighboring
flowerbed, decapitating every blossom in sight.
In a few reckless minutes, she’d turned the most prized corner of her garden into a wasteland. Why had she done that to her beloved peony roses?
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She started to sob and soon her body was shaking all over as she flung her
wooden sword to the ground.

A trickle of cold sweat running down Megan’s back woke her up. What, she
thought, was going on? The trees in front of her were bare and her whole
body was trembling. She had no other option but to stay sitting on the bench
until her body had calmed down. Why were warm tears flowing down her

face? Coming slowly to her senses, she realized she’d just had one weird
nightmare in the middle of the day in a public park.
Except that the nightmare was far too real, and she couldn’t deny it. That
trail of destruction was the pattern running through her life – as soon as she’d
sorted out her messed-up life, she would start to destroy it again. She remembered going into such a rage after hearing, in one of the monthly messages,
that if something was in her life she didn’t like, it was because she wanted it
there. She’d cancelled her subscription to the newsletter that very day, went
on a full rant the following day on Facebook that lasted a whole week, and
wrote directly to the organization, explaining just how dangerous it was to say
things like that to people like her who had suffered so, so much!
She had raged in her black hole, throwing back those malicious cocktails for
months afterwards. But once she’d scraped her way back to the surface, she
started listening to the monthly messages again. And the surprising thing was,
she found them supportive and even soothing. That’s when she first thought
about attending a workshop, but still talked herself out of it numerous times.
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And then, just two weeks ago, she finally booked it and felt so proud of herself
for taking the courageous step to attend in person – at least until her selfdestructive urge almost got the upper hand. Again.
But it hadn’t. Not this time. She saw clearly now that the finely woven web
of self-sabotage that had repeatedly turned her life into a wasteland was her
own creation. As Megan headed towards the park exit, she noticed the rows
of yellow daffodils in an otherwise grey landscape and was heartened at how
they didn’t break as the repeated gusts of wind blasted them. They swayed,

she noticed, bending their crowns backwards to relinquish any resistance to
the oncoming force. Then, once the windblast has passed, they straightened
their tall stems again, reclaiming their natural sovereignty on this extraordinary
March day.
Nature, she marveled, creates its own way of surviving without struggling and
self-destruction, unlike a certain someone whom she knew all too well. And with
each nimble step through the park, Megan knew that she was ready to cut the
fine threads that bound her to that someone – her old, saboteur self.

Carmel Finnan discovered at a very young age that stories allow us to live
multi-dimensional lives. These days she spends most of her time making
magic with the 26 letters of the alphabet by writing her own stories and helping others write theirs. She’s been part of Crimson Circle since 2004. You can
contact her via email and through her website storydialogue.com/shaumbra
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kasama
A U GUST 19–21, 2022

FIRST TIME ONLINE!

HOSTED LIVE
BY GEOFFREY
& LINDA HOPPE

ON LIN E

TAMBIEN EN ESPAÑOL
In this highly informative Cloud Class, Adamus answers some of the biggest questions about the soul, as well as
staying on the planet as an embodied Master with energy serving you in grace. The premise is simple: You are
in the midst of a beautiful and natural process of reuniting with your soul, but oftentimes it seems challenging or
elusive because of the human perspective and conditioning.
Adamus addresses the toxic element of suffering that humans have come to accept as part of life, even though
suffering is totally unnecessary. He discusses the attributes and destiny of the soul in a way never presented by
religions, philosophers, or gurus. His definition brings clarity to the relationship between the human and its soul,
as well as a feeling of familiarity as you remember the inherent intimacy of your soul.
If you’ve ever wondered about the nature of your soul – what it is, where it is, and how to allow it into every
moment of your life – this eight-part Cloud Class will bring you to a new level of awareness, along with many
profound “ah-ha” moments.
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SESSIONS
1. Kasama vs. Suffering
The ancient word “kasama” means the soul’s destiny, which
is the natural and inevitable reunion of Self and completion
of lifetimes on Earth. While this destiny has never been in
doubt, the human felt separated from the soul for a very
long time, which brought the opposite of kasama: suffering.
Adamus talks about the many ways humans have created
suffering over the eons, saying that it’s time now to be done
with suffering in all its forms.
2. Beyond Suffering
Adamus talks about the more unique triggers that cause
Shaumbra to suffer, for they are different than for most
humans. He then leads a merabh to go beyond this disturbed and unnecessary way of living. There is simply no
need whatsoever for suffering; now is the time to be in
kasama, the flow of all that you are.
3. Attributes of the Soul
With a peculiar reminder that “you can’t get there from
there,” Adamus invites the listener to feel deeply into “I
Exist.” He then lists the main attributes of the soul and
invites you to let go of the perceived separations between
the parts of Self. It’s all right here.
4. Attributes of Energy
After sharing the very important fact that “energy responds
to self-perception,” Adamus lists the main attributes of
energy and then some of the triggers that activate it in the
human experience. Energy reflects one’s self-perception
with total accuracy, which Adamus clarifies with his own
“hierarchy of self-perception.”
5. Self-Perception
The perception of yourself determines how energy responds
in your life, and this can be changed at any time. Adamus
tells a touching story that illustrates the unlimited potentials
available when you perceive yourself in a new way, then
leads a Merabh to do just that.
6. Choices
Adamus compares the communication from the soul to a
pulse, somewhat like the human heartbeat, as they tune
into and beautifully communicate with each other. He then

guides an experience of making deep and conscious choices, but without the usual human definitions and limitations.
7. Kasama Effects
Referring to the previous in-person events upon which
Kasama is based, Adamus discusses what he calls the
“Kasama Effects,” the things that Shaumbra tend to experience as they move into direct connection and communication with the soul. While challenging at times, this beautiful
transition will ultimately settle into a deep balance and light.
8. Merabh of Kasama
Bringing it all together in a profound Merabh, Adamus
invites you back into the deep space of communion and
relationship with yourself. Let yourself feel the song of
your soul in every cell of your body, every thought, every
lifetime, every dream, every moment. Because here in
your natural state “There are no struggles, no battles, no
regrets, no worries. Here there is just the soul rejoicing.”
Welcome home.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Energy responds to your
self-perception
• The song of your soul has
always been there
• Now is the time to release
all suffering
• Sing back to your soul
• See yourself in a new way
• Allow kasama to become
a way of life
Cost: $595 (50% discount for previous
Kasama & Energy Works attendees)
Access: 90-days access to video,
audio & text e-reader
MORE INFO

MÁS INFO
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tuning into harmony

AWARENESS, RELAXATION,
AND SELF-ATTUNEMENT
THROUGH MUSIC

M

y name is Gerhard Fankhauser. I am a musician originally from Austria but presently living in Israel,
the home and birthplace of my wife and musical partner, Einat Gilboa, who is also my partner in
the creation of this project. Einat and I met in India in 1999 and have since shared a path of music,
healing and growth in so many ways, bridging our own cultural differences and ancestral history with family
roots in Israel and Austria. If you’re not familiar with our music, please check us out on Spotify or YouTube.  
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For so many years, our energy work with sound and voice have been part
of our daily routine, with the intention of tuning ourselves to a vibration of
harmony, strengthening our immune system and energizing ourselves. And
you know, you don’t need to be a musician to do this. This is something that
everyone can do.

A NEW PROJECT
Until now, we have only shared our work in live
workshops and retreats. We have been doing this for
more than 20 years and have supported many people
through healing and transformative experiences with
music. But times have changed, especially during the
past two years of the pandemic, and it is our desire
to now make our workshops/classes available online.
In these times in which we live, we need to deal
with a very fast rhythm of life, the ever-growing presence of technology in our lives and an overload of
information that we must process. We believe that
it is vital to establish a strong center and harmony
within to meet the challenges of this world in the
best possible way.
Therefore, we ask you to support our creation of
an online class in which we share our consciousness and experience in the field of music as a tool
for healing and transformation. This online class
teaches people how to use music, sound and voice
to regain their center and balance, to energize
themselves and to raise their frequency. Your support will help us finish the audio/video content at
the highest possible standard, making it a sublimely
inspiring and beneficial experience.
Let’s raise the frequency!

WHAT WE NEED
We are about halfway through the creation process
and are currently preparing for the second round of
filming. There is about 4 hours of final content, which
translates to a lot of video/audio production time, as
well as tons of editing time.
We are working with a professional team for filming, audio recording, mixing, editing and the online
manifestation/promotion.
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We wish to raise Euro 25.000 to cover the full creation and production costs
of this class. Here is a breakdown of the estimated costs and how the funds
will be used:
• Filming costs: € 5000
• Video editing: € 7500
• Audio recording costs: € 3000
• Audio editing, mixing & mastering: € 2500
• Production studio rental: € 2500
• Additional equipment rental/production expenses: € 2000
• Online manifestation & marketing: € 2500
If we exceed our financial goal, we’ll use the money to begin production of
our follow-up master classes.

WHAT YOU GET
The online class is the heart of the campaign. We wish to truly inspire you
with this class, sharing our hearts and consciousness. We created beautiful
perks to fit all budgets, including guided music meditations, a special music
playlist of our favorite tracks, an option for personal classes, vouchers for live
workshop attendance, home concerts and more!
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS CLASS
Wouldn’t it be great if we took our wellbeing more into our
own hands, if we tuned ourselves every day to a desired frequency in order to resonate the best way with this world?
‘Music is medicine.’ We can all benefit from its healing and
nourishing attributes. You, and everyone else, have all the tools
needed: ears to listen, a unique voice and a beating heart to
sense harmony.
Imagine that you can create your own reality. That you can
simply raise your vibration to a higher level and establish a firm
center within yourself, a healthy balance of body, mind and soul. We want to
teach you how to do exactly that – how to tune into harmony!
Sound creates reality. We want to help build a better future on this planet,
each one through a more refined tune, together through an expanded consciousness and understanding of harmony as the relation and wellbeing of all beings.
Sharing our work online is new for us and it introduces us to new challenges. We are used to working
with live audiences who can feel our vibrations in person, and we are now moving to a new frequency of
transmitting the musical space and experience virtually. We chose to create this workshop as a pre-filmed
class, rather than using Zoom or similar platforms, in
order to ensure the maximum visual and sound quality. In the work we share, the subtle layers and dimensions of sound are crucial and it is important to us that
they do not get lost because of technical limitations.

SHARE
If you resonate with our work but are unable to support it financially, you can always help by sharing this
campaign with your friends and community. Sharing
to your email list or on social media is really one of
the best ways that you can spread the word and help
us reach our goal.
We look forward to connecting with you online!
With heartfelt greetings and thanks,
Einat & Gerhard

MORE INFO
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dream of the merlin
ONLINE
OUR 8TH ANNUAL MERLIN GATHERING!
SEPTEMBER 10–11, 2022
Once a year for the past eight years, we have joined our Merlin energies in celebration of our journey to mastery on Earth. With the unprecedented level of changes happening around the world this year, the
2022 Dream of the Merlin online event has the potential to be one of
the biggest and most transformational ever.
“Merlin” is a title rather than name. There have been many embodied Merlins throughout the ages, each serving in that role at the most important times in history. Even SaintGermain was known as Kammet the Merlin in the times of Camelot. Now, the title of Merlin
is bestowed on those that allow the magic of their own energy to serve them in grace, and
are illuminating their light to the planet.
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This inspiring 2-day event will be webcast from the Crimson Circle Connection Center in
Colorado so Shaumbra from all around the world can participate. There will be channels
from Adamus Saint-Germain and friends for more than 8 hours of inspiration and celebration. You’ll have 90 days access to all the videos. We’ll also provide text transcripts (in
e-reader format) of the channels within three weeks after the event.
The annual Merlin event has been the biggest annual Shaumbra gathering for many
years now. Due to unusual circumstances on Earth and in the cosmos, we’re doing it
online once again, and the good news is that now more Shaumbra than ever will be able
to participate. Join together with thousands of kindred Merlin spirits from around the
planet for the Dream of the Merlin event in September 2022.

SESSIONS – Channeled messages from Adamus Saint-Germain, Merlin, Sam, Nikolai
Tesla, and mystery guests, plus special presentations from Geoff & Linda.
COST – $250 through August 21, 2022; $300 thereafter
ACCESS – 90-days access to video and audio; text e-reader will be available
within 3 weeks after the event

MORE INFO
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NEWEST PRODUCTS

Check here each month to see the newest releases not featured elsewhere in this issue!

METAPHYSICS OF PAIN
– INSIGHTS INTO PHYSICAL PAIN FROM A
NEUROLOGIST AND AN ASCENDED MASTER

Cost $25
Format: Download
Access: Unlimited

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS

Physical pain is a helpful “alert system” that the body uses
to keep us safe. However, when pain is chronic and undiagnosable, there’s something else going on. In this presentation, Kuthumi differentiates between the immediate, acute
pain of a physical injury and the lingering aches and pains or
“phantom pain” associated with things like bringing in the
light body and integrating old stuck energies. He says that
this type of pain is always emotionally based and offers very
practical solutions in how to release it.
Neurologist Dr. Douglas Davies adds his medical expertise as he and Kuthumi discuss the purpose and causes of
pain, and how to understand the source of your pain, offering practical solutions for releasing the chronic pain that
many Shaumbra experience. An excellent presentation for
anyone experiencing chronic pain or wondering how to
communicate with their body.

I AM LIGHT
– ACCEPTING YOUR ENERGY

Cost $25 (through July 1, 2022, $33 after)
Format: Download
Access: Unlimited

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS

Your light always shines, even it’s sometimes hidden. After
many lifetimes of being judged, punished and rejected for
your light, the human tends to keep it hidden, even from
yourself, resulting in health issues, physical and emotional
pain, conflict and lack. Instead, take a deep breath and
allow your light to open and shine, filling you from head
to toe with its gentleness, magnificence and wonder. You
cannot hurt anyone with your light, but you can bring wholeness and joy to your human self. Don’t wait until death
to reunite; let your light shine now. It’s your natural state!
Physical pain comes from holding back on your own
light; emotional pain comes from turning your back on
your true Self. Let your light blossom and flow, as the
I Am rejoices in every moment of every experience.
Be in your light now, dear human. You’ve earned that right.
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NEWEST PRODUCTS
SAINT OR SATAN
– A TIPPING POINT FOR GLOBAL POWER

FREE!

Cost $0
Format: Download
Access: Unlimited

MORE INFO
LISTEN ONLINE

Like something out of a Shakespearean play, Adamus talks
about how Russian President Vladimir Putin is the incarnation
of St. Vladimir (956 – 1015 AD). Now, Vladimir the Great reincarnates as Putin to once again lead his people, and perhaps
the world. The invasion of Ukraine captures global attention,
but the bigger issue is about power, and the story could
play out in a couple different ways. Putin has the potential of
resorting back to his warrior and power days by conquering
Ukraine while the world watches Satan (power) at work.
Or Putin (Vladimir the Saint) may sacrifice himself by becoming the icon for old power games, be forced to back down in
Ukraine, lose face and eventually all power. This sends shock
waves around the planet, and a message from humanity that
power games and wars will no longer be tolerated.

THE MASTER’S LIFE 15
– ACROSS THE RIVER
CO-EXISTING AS MASTER AND HUMAN

Cost $145 (through June 1, 2022, $195 after)
Format: Cloud Class
Access: Stream for 90 days after purchase

MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS

This is the time to savor every precious moment on the
planet, even though staying as an embodied Master brings
unique challenges. Adamus uses the metaphor of a river
to symbolize the veil, the perceived separation between
Master and human, heaven and Earth, and says that it’s time
now to bring them together. No longer lost, separate, and
alone, soul and human are united now, always aware of each
other, never again to forget.
The invitation to go beyond duality reverberates with
healing, memories, and the fulfillment of every lifetime’s
dream. Each session is a gentle opening deeper into Self,
bringing you to a glimpse of the ultimate homecoming.
“I thank you for your service. Now, let yourself keep floating down the river. Let yourself keep benching. Let yourself
keep enjoying the beauty of this last lifetime on Earth.”
~ Adamus
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angels among us
ANGELS

A

AMONG US

re angels real? Yes, absolutely! What do they
do? I suppose it depends on who you ask,
but there are some common characteristics,
all of which are in service to humanity.

difference for humanity through their loving support of
Shaumbra and Crimson Circle, a difference that we hear
about almost every day in messages from people who
have found their way to this work.

As a child, I was taught that my guardian angel
was always nearby, looking after me and protecting
me. (Considering all the
mischief to be found, I
probably kept that angel
way too busy!) I also
heard lots of Bible stories about how angels
from heaven made a big
difference in the lives of
people – guiding them
By Jean Tinder
through darkness, proContent Manager
tecting them from evil,
bringing joyful tidings, and
much more. In the religion I was born into, there were
plenty of things to fear, yet the angels were always
nearby, silent and unseen but loving, nurturing, and
dedicated to my wellbeing. What a comforting thing
for a child to know!

Our beloved CC Angels provide such a bedrock of love
and support, helping make it possible to provide this lifechanging material to anyone who is ready or interested,
and providing the resources and energetic foundation
that keeps us going even when the days are long, and the
energies are rough.

Since then, of course, a lot has changed, but I still
believe in angels. In fact, they are more real than
ever, and I even know what some of them look like!
Although still silent and mostly unseen, these reallife modern-day Angels are, more than ever, truly
dedicated to the well-being of humans around the
world. The Angels I’m talking about make the greatest
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In return for this profound support, CC provide a few
gestures of appreciation to the Angels, including:
• Advance notice of all in-person events and new
presentations
• Up to 10% discount in the CC store
• Unlimited access to the House of Angels
• Occasional behind-the-scenes messages from
Geoff & Linda
• Two special Adamus channels per year,
including Q&A
We look forward to connecting with the Angels during
the next special session with Adamus on June 7, 2022!
If you’re an Angel, please accept our endless gratitude
for your support.
MORE INFO
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CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

HOW TO GET FASTER CUSTOMER SERVICE…
NO BRIBES REQUIRED!
Have you ever asked yourself: “Why the (bleep) does
it take so much time for Customer Service to solve my
(bleeping) issue?”
Having been on both sides of this particular veil, we
know it is frustrating. So, in this article, we want to introduce you to a very helpful tool: The Screenshot.
When you submit a ticket to us that includes a screenshot,
it helps us see exactly the way your device is describing
the problem, and the more such information we have,
the easier it is to locate fixes for a lot of problems.
You might think you’re not “techy” enough to do such
a thing but it’s very easy, it’ll save you a lot of time, and
best of all, we’ll be able to help you much faster (and
our “techquila team” will be forever grateful).
There are usually two types of technical issues:

1.

Easy peasy

These can usually be solved by either (a) refreshing the
webpage or (b) changing browsers. Remember, those

two things are your first aid kit when you encounter
an issue (in the store and sometimes even in life…).

2.

Getting into business

These are the issues for which the “easy peasy” solution didn’t work, and we need to bring out the ‘big
guns’ to figure out what is causing the problem and
find an appropriate solution for you. Here’s where
the screenshot comes in handy, since it will ensure
that we have the best possible picture of the problem. It’s like going to the doctor with a CT scan; it
will help them see that probably not everything is
just in your head.
But don’t worry, taking a Screenshot is very easy.
Here’s what to do:
1.
		
		
2.
3.
		

Take a deep breath (it really helps
before tackling a tech issue –
or any other issue)
Go to page showing the error
Take the Screenshot, depending
on which device you are using:

a.
iPhone 1–8

iPhone X–13

iPhone / iPad:

hold the buttons at the same time as
shown. The image will be saved in
your photo album.
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a.

iPhone / iPad:

hold the buttons at the same time as
shown. The image will be saved in
your photo album.

b.

Android devices:

screenshot commands may be different depending on the phone’s manufacturer.
Most should be able to take screenshots by pressing simultaneously the
power and the volume down buttons,
or the power and home buttons.
Afterwards, you can retrieve it in the
screenshot folder in your photo album.

c.

Windows:

tap the Windows key + Print Screen
key. Your screen will briefly go dim
to indicate that you’ve just taken a
screenshot. The screenshot will be
automatically saved to the Pictures >
Screenshots folder.
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d.

Mac:

Use Command + Shift + 3 to capture the entire screen. After taking a
screenshot, you’ll hear a camera shutter sound effect through your Mac’s
speaker. The image will be saved onto
your Desktop by default

Upload your screenshot to the ticket
(the customer support conversation):

Now you know how to take a screenshot! They’re quite useful, and we
really do appreciate when you include
them in tickets.

For more helpful information, please visit the Crimson Circle Service Center
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THE

CRITICS CORNER

Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products in the CC store. To leave your own feedback on any class or
product, simply go to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

one of us... There’s a need for balance while sitting on
our benches, standing behind our short walls. And to understand this balance inside we need to open to both
masculine and feminine. Bias to either side may cause
illness or emotional instability.
~ IW

AMAZING, TIMELESS
$125

CHANGED ALL MY RELATIONSHIPS
FOR THE BETTER!
Along with Sexual Energy School, this has been the
most profound class I have taken with Crimson Circle. It
changed everything in my understanding of my reality,
creation and my relationships with all the men in my life,
including my own masculine energy, all of which have often been extremely challenging. I now have a deeply felt
compassion for the wise and supportive masculine energy and the dynamic, creative feminine energy and how
they have been locked in a beautiful yet tragic dance for
eons of time.

It is a great story and experience, and brings more understanding of our journey on Earth and why we are
here…. A core material, very much aligned with the parkbenching. As SES and Aspectology where life-changing,
so it is this material and after some 5 years I can see that
the effects are clear and the essence of it is still present
in my day-to-day experience
~ FM

It has taken me over a year to absorb the meaning and
immense shifting of this amazing course. Every day I feel
the potent transformative echoes of the information – inside me, in all my lifetimes, in the outer world, and in all
my relationships with both men and women.
~ LP

$195

BEAUTY BEYOND WORDS
Beautiful and poetic beyond words. And it is so needed
now to understand the dynamics of masculine and feminine energies – or Isis and Adam – in each and every
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THIS IS IT
I am here; I am back where I belong, back with all of
me. No more questions, no more wondering about why

THE

CRITICS CORNER

and what the fuck. No more disturbing noise, just a silent
knowing of being fulfilled.
I will not even try to explain that; it is like when I was
in the river, only surrounded by myself, my experiences
with others, my difficulties, my fights, sadness, and Joy.
It was all me.
It was one of the biggest releases and Aha’s I have
ever felt.
~ IAJ
$25

WHY CROSS THE RIVER?
To get to the other side, of course. There you will find
your divinity, you as a multi-dimensional being. Opening
up to the fullness of Self in all realms has been our dream
since Atlantis, and it’s now turning into a reality.
If you’re ready to immerse yourself into your own river,
cross it and then live the rest of your life on both sides,
Master’s Life 15 provides that opportunity.
So why did the Shaumbra cross the river? The punchline
is up to each of us.
~ KH

GRAND EXPERIENCE
I truly am grateful for this Master’s Life and I know that
I have always been guided by my divine self as well as
other grand beings that were and still are of great service
for me.
And I am feeling very blessed and thankful for that.
~ PS

SO PERFECT RIGHT NOW
It goes so deep! I can truly ‘shine’ … without going crazy
or popping out of my body, without fearing that ‘others’ or inner vicious ‘ghosts’ - will attack, the last two decades
having been all about clearing such illusions, becoming
a weirdly new human... as my soul and light comes in,
which means nothing until it is experienced. And that’s
what I Am Light is; an experience that goes far beyond
the words spoken, if it’s allowed.
~ LC

BE THE LIGHT
I Am Light is summarized/distilled easily: No more holding back; allow your awareness; Be the Light of I Am,
which you have always been… the ever presence of I
Am, shining its light on my Soul, Me.
Key question: Have I been more afraid of my Light than
my Darkness? No more doubts or fear. No more holding
back! I am the Light of my I Am. I always have been.
~ PS
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In this monthly feature, we highlight a recording from the past that is
particularly relevant to things Adamus and Shaumbra are talking about.

MONTHLY SPO
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TAMBIEN EN ESPAÑOL
ESSENTIAL FOR MASTERY

There are three simple principles for living the life of mastery: Allowing, And, and Death.
“Allowing” does not mean being passive, but rather accepting everything that is happening
within and assuming it is all serving you. “And” is opening up to the many levels of reality,
and understanding it is all true at the same time. Rather than the end of physical life, conscious “death” is the freedom of ending the cycles of lifetimes and can be experienced here
and now. This “embodied death” deeply changes one’s trust in self and path into Realization.
Adamus discusses the ‘un’ of reality, explaining why changes and creations in the physical world seem to manifest
so slowly and how to accelerate them by moving beyond duality. He also explains how to go beyond living as a
local-linear human and bring every part of reality into the And of Realization, the long-desired reunion with Self.
With essential teachings for continuing to live in this physical reality as both a human and Master, this transformational presentation includes several merabhs, deep experiences to help one integrate the insights and information
shared by Adamus Saint-Germain.
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SESSIONS
1 – Wisdom Gathering
Realization is easy, but the human makes it hard. The
Master is already here, but not what the human expected.
Death is a very important element, it means “to leave”
and “to grow.” Every Ascended Master has had a death
experience. A very important question – Do you choose
to stay? – is followed by a merabh of wisdom-gathering.
2 – The Observant Master
Masters before you had struggle, challenge and difficulty. For you it can be simple and easy. Audience interaction
about being an observer, both of others and of yourself.
3 – Redefining Death
Adamus: “Death is my friend, she freed me.” Death is
about releasing and going beyond the cycles of incarnations. We are redefining death, moving the point of
death from the end of life to now, and allowing freedom.
In the nerabh of new death, you allow the old to die away
and allow this embodied death to serve you.
4 – Consciousness, Energy and Allowing
Consciousness requires no energy; it is the maker of
energy. As you allow the death of the limited self, the
way you work with energy will change. If you want more
energy, check your psychology and come back to the “I
Exist.” Assume the energy will be there and that things
will work out. Includes a merabh for allowing change,
bringing in the wisdom, and allowing the Master.
5 – Power
Allowing is not a practice or discipline; you can so it at
any time. It’s not about others, it’s about allowing you.
Humans are constantly looking for energy and trying to
get power. Even though it’s an illusion, it is pervasive,
always there. (Audio example is played.) If you have an
agenda for Allowing, you’re in a power game.
6 – Truth
“Power is the act of manipulating others for energy
feeding.” Over the next few decades, power will be
exposed for what it is. Discussion of power centers on the
planet. Truth is a beautiful sense, especially after you’ve
been in Focus for a long time, and there are many truths.
In the merabh of Truth, the Master goes non-linear and
realizes that, in the And, it is all true.
7 – It Comes to You
Truth and And – this is where it gets fun! Question:

What will you do for the rest of your life? In the merabh,
what comes next is truly magic, if you allow it. Though the
human can’t even imagine it, the potentials are all there.
You came here to meet yourself, now go out, enjoy life
and allow.
8 – Duality
The mind has its own perspective; let it know that
fantasy is okay. “Just imagine…” In duality, from which
this reality is created, there is an opposite to everything.
There is also an ‘un’ to everything. It balances the physical version, and this is key to changing reality. You are
here to go beyond local-linear, but you don’t have to
figure it out. It just happens.
9 – Why You’re Here
Allowing opens up the And, local-linear becomes
a game. And is beyond duality – the student and the
Master, masculine and feminine, abundance and lack. It’s
all true, just get out of your own way. You are here to radiate the light of consciousness in this Time of Machines,
to radiate potentials in the development of Artificial
Intelligence and Virtual Reality. In the merabh, this is your
new life, Master and human.
10 – Questions & Answers
Being here now and staying on Earth – that is your true
passion. Audience questions and answers.
11 – Merabh of Allowing in the Circle
Now is the time to integrate it all, to simply deeply allow.
Format: Streaming video, audio and online text e-reader
Availability: 90 days from date of registration
Cost: $295 $250.75 through June 30, 2022
(Previous attendees receive 50% discount)

E-READER TRANSLATIONS INCLUDED
• Čeština

• Deutsch

• Italiano

• 日本語

• Latvijas

• Magyar

• Norsk

• Polski		

• Română

• Pусский

• Français

• 中文

MORE INFO

MÁS INFO

WATCH EXCERPTS
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

COME TO

YOUR SENSES
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s long as we’re in human form, whether as
a Master or a muggle, there will always be
choices to make between things like ease and
struggle, grace and strife, love and fear. Being a Master
doesn’t mean all the human crap is over, but it does mean
that one can choose whether to slog through the crap or
step around it. One of the easiest ways for the Master to
do this is to go beyond the human sense
of Focus into the vast array of other senses we’ve forgotten about. And, because
perception creates experience, doing so
changes everything. Here’s a short story
to illustrate what I mean.
I have an aspect… Well, I have a lot
of aspects, although most of them have
integrated into facets by now, their distorted voices mostly quiet and no longer
causing problems in my daily experience.
By Jean Tinder
Content Manager
But recently, one particular aspect came
roaring to life so enthusiastically and persistently that he ended up with a name,
the Awfulizer, complete with the assertive,
pompous attitude of a self-proclaimed superhero.
Awfulizer’s duty was to point out every awful scenario
that would most likely result from my current choices, particularly those outside of his pre-approved safety zone of
limitations and ancient beliefs. For instance, “Life is very
serious business,” so if I made a choice for fun, Awfulizer
would point out the many ways it could backfire and get
me in trouble. Obviously, “It’s important to be strong,
tough and independent,” so if I chose softness and vulnerability, he’d remind me of all the times I’d been sabotaged
and hurt, and all the ways it could happen again. Of course,
“Love is a fool’s game,” so opening my heart meant he
started poking at all the old scars of love gone wrong,
trying to keep it from happening again. Everybody knows
that “Idle hands are the devil’s workshop,” so choosing
unstructured playtime got him reciting the endless list of
responsibilities I was dodging. And finally, because “Your
sin will always find you out,” if I chose bravery in the face
of all those warnings and went ahead with new choices,
Awfulizer literally triggered feelings of panic in my physical
body. In other words, he used every trick at his disposal to
get my attention and compliance.
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Of course, every single time the Awfulizer starts his awful
calamity parade, I do have the option to ignore it. Unfortunately,
because that inner diatribe sounds an awful lot like “me,” sometimes it takes a little too much awfulizing before I recognize his
game and come back to the clarity of my Self. But one day, when
Awfulizer was uncharacteristically quiet, I found myself wondering why the old voices and fears still kept finding their way into
my brain. I took a deep breath and suddenly he took off his mask.
“I’m trying to protect you,” he said. “Your heart’s been broken
so many times, I don’t want you to go through that again. Don’t
you remember how much it hurts? Why do you keep forgetting
how quickly bad stuff can happen? Aren’t you tired of making a
mess of things?” On and on he fussed, reminding of the many
times that life had caused me pain or I had caused chaos in my
life, and assuring that if I just stayed small and behaved myself,
things would (probably) be okay.
Well, how DO I know my fabulous choices won’t turn to frustration? How do I know taking time for something fun won’t cause
disaster? How do I know love won’t hurt again? The fact is, I don’t
know. But this is where the Master gets to make a choice between
being grand or small, feeling joy or safety. And here’s the key: it
depends on the sense by which the Master chooses to perceive
every moment, every experience, and every cranky inner voice. In
this case, I went with the sense of Love, knowing that I will never
again lose my love for me. And, with that assurance, I no longer
need warnings from the past. So, I answered him.
“Dear Awfulizer, I understand you’ve been trying to protect
me. I understand that you don’t want to be hurt again, but we’re
not separate anymore. In fact, I can see that you – with all your
awfulizing terrible scenarios – are just another way I’ve been trying to love myself. So now, with the sense of Love, we get to
go toward joy instead of away from pain. That means you can
finally relax, for I no longer need your scary scenarios to protect
me. Yes, life can hurt, but when I choose the perception of Love,
everything is different. Sure, I may still experience sadness, pain,
anger, disappointment; but living from the sense of Love – and
Truth and Beauty and Compassion and Joy and Unity – I know
everything will be all right.”
And with that, Awfulizer’s costume slowly dissolved, his shadowy figure evaporating in the light of Love.
There are so many amazing senses that we’ve forgotten.
Adamus has talked about a few of them (listed here) and there
are so many more. But the most helpful thing for me to remember is that, as humans, we’ve been deep in the sense of Focus.
That means when we see, hear or experience something, we
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have a very limited, tightly focused perception of what’s really
going on. In Focus, my Awfulizer’s warnings sounded legitimate
and worth my attention. After all, they were based on historical fact! But shifting to another sense or way of perceiving, like
changing pinhole glasses to rose colored ones, allowed me to
see the bigger picture. I could shift out of fear and into joy; out
of smallness into love; out of safety into full-on living.
Focus also shows us a very limited view of the world “out
there.” We see things like war, poverty, abuse or destruction, and
Focus keeps us focused on that perception. But choosing other
senses or “filters” means we can perceive these human experiences in completely different ways. What would it mean to perceive human suffering through the sense of Beauty? Or to see a
war through the sense of Unity? Or our inner shame through the
sense of Love? It doesn’t mean the focused perception is wrong,
only that there are other versions of reality. And being a Master
means we can pick whatever version we desire, both inside and
out. It’s just a matter of coming to our senses!

NEW ANGELS
CC ANGELS
GRATITUDE
We would like to acknowledge the Crimson Circle Angels
for your unfailing energetic and financial support. Without
you, we would not be able to make this extensive library
of material available to conscious and aware humans
around the world.

Welcome to our newest Angel!
Seonghee Do

Your support means everything!
All CC Angels are invited to a live webcast
In grateful appreciation to the Crimson Circle Angels from
around the world.
The Crimson Circle Staff

with Adamus Saint-Germain on
Tuesday, June 7 at 11:00 AM (Denver time).
Details can be found in the House of Angels.

If you would like to become a Crimson Circle Angel, please click here to subscribe and see Angel benefits.
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

BOOKS & MUSIC

CALL TO AWAKEN

DE, ES, FR, PL, SR

BOOKS & MUSIC

OPENING INTO CONSCIOUSNESS

FR, PL, RO, RU

BOOKS & MUSIC

THE SEVEN SEALS

DE, FR, IT, KO, PL, RO

CLOUD CLASS

DREAMWALKER
DEATH 2020 ONLINE

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, JP, PT, RO, RU

CLOUD CLASS

KUTHUMI’S MAKING LIGHT BODY

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FI, FR, GR, HU, IT, JP, PL, PT, RO, RU, SL

CLOUD CLASS

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 15
– ACROSS THE RIVER

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, JP, PL, PT, RU, SL, UK

CLOUD CLASS

THE SIMPLE MASTER
(AND & ALLOWING)

CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, JP, LV, NO, PL, RO, RU, ZH_CN

FREE

BEYOND THE LIE OF DARKNESS
(MERABH)

BG, BR, DE, ES, FI, FR, GR, HU, IT, LV, NO, PL, RO, RU

FREE

SAINT OR SATAN?

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FI, FR, GR, IT, JP, NL, PL, PT, RO, RU, SV, UK

FREE

THE LOST CHILDREN OF CHRIST

BG, CZ, ES, FI, FR, GR, HU, IT, NL, PL, RO, RU

INTENSIVES

MYSTERIES OF LOVE
(FRANCE 2012)

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FI, FR, GR, IT, KO, NO, PL, RO, RU, SL, SR

MASTER’S PAUSE

I AM LIGHT

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, JP, NL, PL, PT, RU, UK

SPECIAL TOPICS

BODY OF CONSCIOUSNESS

CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, RU, SL, SR

SPECIAL TOPICS

METAPHYSICS OF PAIN

ES, FR, IT, PT, UK

LEGEND: BR=Português Brazil, BG=Bulgarian, CZ=Czech, DE=Deutsch, DK=Danske, ES=Español, FI=Suomi, FR=Français, GR=ελληνικά, HE=תיִרבִע, HU=Magyar,
ID=Indonesian, IT=Italiano, JP=日本語, KO = Korean, LV= Latviski, NL=Nederlands, NO=Norsk, PL=Polskie, PT=Português, RO=Română, RU=русский, SL=Slovenščina,
SR= Српски, SV=Svensk, TR=Türk, UK= український, ZH=Chinese
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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Big Work Walkout
Changing Jobs in a Changing World

Simple Master
June 2022 Spotlight – 15% off!

Sexual Energies School
Coming June 17–19, 2022

Energy Vampires
Excerpts – Free download

NEW VIDEOS

NEW VIDEOS
Keahak XII
At the point of the arrow

DreamWalk into Darkness
Highlights from Art of Benching Shoud 8

SES Introduction
Special message from Tobias

Threshold Online
Coming July 8–10, 2022
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MEET THE CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
INTERVIEW WITH JULIO CÉSAR GARCÍA-VARGAS –
FRONT-END DEVELOPER

SHAUMBRA MAGAZINE: Where do you live?
JULIO: I live in Puebla, Mexico, close to the area of Cholula. Here,
we are having a spring that is warmer and drier than usual. I prefer
colder temperatures.
SM: Tell us about your family.
JULIO: I am married to Miriam, and we have a little girl – Arwen
Alana – who is two years old. Miriam and I have been married for 4
years, but we have been together for about 12. My daughter was born
right before the lockdown began back in 2020.
SM: What are your responsibilities and what do you do for CC?
JULIO: When I joined the Crimson Circle, I started in the store project,
but later on, I was transferred to the Connection Center team, along with
Alberto and René. I work on the front-end, which means I am in charge of
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the way users see and interact with the platform, so that it can
be friendly and intuitive. In short, the objective is to provide
the best user experience possible. Right now, we are focusing
our efforts on the site for Keahak XII.
SM: What else have you done in this field? How did you find
the Crimson Circle?
JULIO: I graduated as Engineer in Computing Sciences
from the Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla in
2017. Although I’d had some prior practice, I started my
professional career at that time. I had some smaller jobs and
then I started working for the University. I met Iván through
this job and then he told me there was a work opportunity in
the Crimson Circle in late 2021.
SM: What’s it like to work in such an unusual company?
JULIO: I joined the Crimson Circle in February
2022. It has been a revealing experience for me.
I have learned to work under the best practices
as part of a team that is very supportive. They
share their knowledge. I thought I knew how
to work, but I am realizing I still have so much
more to learn. And what I am developing now
is challenging but it keeps me moving, growing,
and wanting to get better. I am very happy to be
part of the Crimson Circle.
SM: Do you have any hobbies or passions?
JULIO: I like to read, especially fiction and
fantasy. I like the story of the Lord of the Rings.
And I am also discovering how much fun I have
when I play with my little daughter. The truth is
that I like to spend my spare time with my wife
and my child.
SM: Is there anything else you’d like to share
with Shaumbra?
JULIO: I am impressed by the Crimson Circle.
The tech team is amazing to work with. And
we are working hard to have everything ready
for Keahak XII. We want Shaumbra to have the
best experience!
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

FULL-TIME STAFF

PART-TIME STAFF

Geoffrey Hoppe

Co-founder, Channeler

Lawrence Bluhm

Set-up Assistant &
Camera Operator

Linda Hoppe

Co-founder

JoAnne Brennan

Masters Club Service

Virgilia “Vili” Aguirre Alvarez

Translations & IP Management

Joep Claessens

Content Support Service

Alfredo Barranco-Gómez

Technology Services

Nazar Fedunkiv

Community Connection
Manager

Alain Bolea

Operations

Kerri Gallant

Bonnie Capelle

Customer Service

Masters Club Service
Manager

Maggie Hopffgarten

Content Assistant

Ricardo Cruz-Leyva

Technology Services

Gail Neube

Transcription Services

Seissa Cuartas

Event Services

Carolina Oquendo

Customer Service

Julio Cesar García Vargas

Technology Services

Marc Ritter

Magazine Art Director &
Asst. Studio Manager

Ulises Adrian Gómez Rico

Technology Services

Dave Schemel

Photographer

René Elizondo Hernández

Technology Services

Suzy Schemel

Special Projects Assistant

Juan Carlos Juárez-Lerma

Technology Services

Gaelon Tinder

Camera Operator

Alberto Lunagómez

Technology Services

Michelle MacHale

Manager of Online Experience

Jorge Merino

Technology Director

Michelle Corazao Dinu

Property Manager

Peter Orlando

Studio & Production Services

Natalie Harmon

Housekeeping & Events

Iván Parra

Technology Services

Tim Keith

Construction Manager

Steve Salins

Financial Operations

EJ Thomas

Landscape Maintenance

Jean Tinder

Content & Communication

Konstantin Vikhrov

Technology Services
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HAWAI’I STAFF

HAWAI’I VIDEO
PRODUCTION TEAM
Moishe Groger

Technical Services

Michelle Corazao Dinu

Set-up and camera operator

CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

MUSICIANS

INTERNATIONAL
WEBHOSTS

Gerhard Fankhauser

Yoham

French

Catherine Bitoun

Einat Gilboa

Yoham

German

Birgit Junker

Hungarian

Timea Thomazy

Italian

Lucia Ligi

Italian

Samanta Mela

Japanese

Satoshi Ito

Norwegian

Inge Klokkeide

Polish

Arek (arkadiusz) Szczepaniak

Anne Maribo Andersen

Portuguese

Silvia Tognato Magini

Finn Andersen

Romanian

Florin Mandiuc

Nazar Fedunkiv

Russian

Nazar Fedunkiv

Jaziel

Russian

Alexey Safrygin

Kathleen Haws

Russian

Irina Safrygina

Florin Mandiuc

Spanish

Yezid Varon

CONSULTANTS &
CONTRACTORS
Stephan Weigandt

Database consulting

PRODUCT REVIEW TEAM

Tammie O’Rielly

TRANSLATORS

Siglinde Schwenzl
Patti Severance

Bulgarian

Rositsa Stoyanova

Lise Storm Karlsen

Chinese

Kemila Zsange

Iwona Wirkus

Czech

Danuse Mitchell

Czech

Ladislav Šulc

Czech

Eva Suskova

INTERNATIONAL
WEBHOSTS
Bulgarian

Rositsa stoianova

Czech

Jirina Vida

Chinese

Shiau-shiau Pei Pei

Danish

Anne Maribo Andersen

Finnish

Irma Rantala

Danish

Finn Andersen
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

Dutch

Joep Claessens

Italian

Giuseppina Villa

Dutch

Malou Kempers

Japanese

Mayumi Hayashi

Finnish

Marika Kontuniemi

Japanese

Hisako Hino

Finnish

Maija Leisso

Japanese

Satoshi Ito

Finnish

Pirjo Laine

Korean

Young Wan Choi

Finnish

Irma Rantala

Korean

Keuhna Hwang

Finnish

Anya Ruusuvuori

Latvian

Liene Pētersone

Finnish

Kim Mirjam Seppälä

Latvian

Dainis Roberts

Finnish

Inkeri Väisänen

Norwegian

Evy Finjord Heggelund

French

Catherine Bitoun

Norwegian

Inge Klokkeide

French

Cyntia Coste

Norwegian

Hedevig Blakstad

French

Jean-Pascal Danos

Polish

Aleksandra Debska

French

Beatrix de Keating Hart

Polish

Jolanta Stasiak

French

Nicole Mocellin

Polish

Bożena-Ewa Kozłowska

French

Namami Quici

Polish

Piotr Masłowicz

German

Gerlinde Heinke

Polish

Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

German

Birgit Junker

Polish

Slawomir Lukaszewicz

Greek

Maria Grigoraki

Polish

Wlodzimierz Salwa

Greek

Kalliopi Pagoudi

Portuguese

Alina Espinha

Greek

Mary Polychroni

Portuguese

Placidia Espinha

Hungarian

Janos Nagy

Portuguese

Joao Sousa

Hungarian

Janos Nagy Sr.

Portuguese BR

Letizia Scorpioni

Italian

Gaetano Azzali

Portuguese BR

Silvia Tognato Magini

Italian

Paola de Miranda

Portuguese BR

Luiz Antonio Viotto
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CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
The amazing community that helps make all this happen

TRANSLATORS

TRANSLATORS

Romanian

Florenta Cuculeac

Swedish

Susanne Nordstrom

Romanian

Cristina Dobrescu

Turkish

Caglar Baykara

Romanian

Mirela Ghenea

Turkish

Meltem Taban

Romanian

Ana-Maria Labo

Romanian

Carmen Rivalet

Romanian

Manuela Sfirschi

Russian

Olga Basova

Maija Leisso

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Russian

Nazar Fedunkiv

Nazar Fedunkiv

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Russian

Tetyana Rudyuk

Jean Tinder

Crimson Circle on Facebook

Russian

Irina Safrygina

Jaziel

Shaumbra Pirates

Russian

Grigory Tarabukin

Lise Storm Karlsen

Shaumbra Pirates

Slovenian

Nika Cermak

Slovenian

Ksenja Pucher

Slovenian

Spela Tajnic

KEAHAK
MANAGEMENT

Spanish

Virgilia Aguirre

Alain Bolea

Keahak Operations

Spanish

Adriana Cuervo

Dr. Douglas Davies

Living in Keahak

Spanish

Claudia Cuesta

Spanish

Flavio Lalevich

Spanish

Olivia Morales

Spanish

Alia Nayu

Spanish

Angela Quinteros

Geoffrey Hoppe

Spanish

Hilda Díaz

Linda Benyo Hoppe

Spanish

Denise Nicolau

Alain Bolea

Spanish

Yezid Varón

Dr. Douglas Davies

SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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SIMON’S SPOOFS

Simon Bessant lives in the UK and is a prolific Shaumbra comedian on Facebook. He (and sometimes
one of his 3½ friends) Photoshops the images on his phone and posts them in the Facebook group
Shaumbra Grand Embodied Masters Comedy Club. Check here each month for more laughs!
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You are in the state of grace
when you allow energy to serve you,
rather than oppose you.
– Adamus Saint-Germain –

We’re your companion on life’s river to Realization. Visit us at CrimsonCircle.com

